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What	is	a	mutual	fund?	

Mutual fund is a concept of collecAve investment of monies belonging to 
several investors by an organisaAon that has expert knowledge in the field 
of investment. The mutual fund organisaAon is known as an “Asset 
Management Company” or AMC. 

Why	invest	through	a	mutual	fund?	

Individual investors does not / may not have the knowledge, and, the Ame 
needed, to conduct necessary research and assessment, before making 
investment decisions. A mutual fund has the experAse in various asset 
classes and, uses that experAse, in making informed investment decisions 
on behalf of the investors. Moreover, with large sums to invest, a mutual 
fund is able to invest across various products in an asset class or even 
across asset classes and thereby diversify the risk of invesAng in a narrow 
range of opportuniAes. An individual investor can never achieve the degree 
of diversificaAon which a mutual fund can. DiversificaAon leads to 
minimising risks. 

How	a	mutual	fund	makes	a	profit	for	itself?	

Mutual funds charge an “expense raAo” from the investors. This covers all 
their expenses and includes an element of the profit. 

What	are	the	different	types	of	mutual	funds?	

Broadly mutual funds can be divided into 4 categories viz. 

• Equity mutual funds 
• Debt mutual funds 
• Hybrid mutual funds (i.e. equity + debt in various combinaAon) 
• Commodity mutual funds (typical example is gold) 
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If	categories	are	only	4,	why	there	are	thousands	of	schemes?	

Under each category, there could be several schemes that meet the 
objecAves of various classes of investors. 

Where	do	these	4	categories	invest?	

As name of the category itself indicates, these 4 categories invest as below: 

• Equity mutual funds - in equity shares of companies 
• Debt mutual funds - in debt instruments of government and private 

sector 
• Hybrid mutual funds - in equity and debt in various combinaAons 
• Commodity mutual funds - in the respecAve commodiAes 

Do	mutual	funds	provide	periodical	income?	

A mutual fund scheme could be a “growth opAon” scheme or a “dividend 
opAon” scheme. In growth opAon, the investor does not get periodical 
income but the investment conAnues to gain capital appreciaAon. In the 
dividend opAon, the investor receives periodical income / cash flow in the 
form of dividends and the investment may also gain capital appreciaAon, 
albeit lesser than the growth opAon. 

Are	mutual	funds	risk-free?	

Mutual funds are not risk free. As a maXer of fact no financial investment 
is risk-free, if one understands the concept of “risk” correctly. Read the 
linked arAcle below that explains “risk”. 

What	is	"Risk"	in	any	Investment?	

Compared to an individual investor invesAng directly, the risk in mutual 
funds is lower. The mutual funds employ risk management techniques 
through applicaAon of expert knowledge and diversificaAon. 
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Do	mutual	funds	provide	guarantee	for	capital	and	returns?	

No. Mutual funds do not provide guarantee for return of capital, periodic 
returns or capital appreciaAon. All mutual fund investments are subject to 
market risks. 

How	important	is	past	performance?	

Past performance of each scheme gives a good indicaAon of how the funds 
were managed in the past. However, such past performance is no 
guarantee or indicaAon of how the future performance will be. 

Is	there	a	minimum	amount	for	mutual	fund	investments?	

Most mutual fund schemes have fixed the minimum amount of a lump 
sum investment at Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 500 per instalment for regular 
investment through SIPs (explained in the next secAon). 
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What	is	a	“unit”	and	what	is	its	face	value?	

A unit is a share in the total value of the assets of a mutual fund. Most 
common face value of an Indian mutual fund unit is Rs. 10. 

What	is	the	NAV	per	unit	and	what	is	it	used	for?	

NAV stands for Net Asset Value. It is calculated by dividing the total value 
of the assets (i.e. por^olio value) of the mutual fund scheme by the total 
number of units held by all the investors. NAV is the price per unit at which 
new investors buy the units and exisAng investors sell the units. NAV is 
declared on a daily basis. 

If	the	face	value	is	Rs.	10,	why	the	NAV	so	high?	

The NAV represents the current value of the units. If a scheme has been in 
operaAon for some Ame, it may have appreciated in value. The new 
investors will have to buy the units at the current intrinsic value. NAV 
always represents the current intrinsic value of the units. 

What	is	a	NFO?	

NFO is the New Fund Offer. When a mutual fund starts a new scheme, it 
gets its capital from the investor by making a NFO. In NFO, the units are 
sold at the face value. 

So	is	it	advisable	to	always	invest	by	subscribing	to	NFO?	

This conclusion is not correct. While invesAng in mutual funds, always 
remember, the face value at NFO and NAV acer the NFO, both represents 
the current intrinsic value. During NFO, the unit are available at the face 
value because they are yet to be invested. Immediately acer NFO, when 
the issue costs are factored in, the NAV is expected to fall to a marginally 
lower level. The funds are then invested, and, acer some Ame, depending 
upon the market condiAons, the NAV will start increasing or decreasing. 
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When invesAng in a  NFO, the advantage of the knowledge of past 
performance of the scheme is not available, as it is a new scheme. From 
that point of view, invesAng in a NFO is not recommended for retail 
investors. 

What	is	expense	ra$o?	

Expense raAo is the cost charged by the mutual fund to its investors for 
managing their monies. This is not levied separately but is reflected in the 
NAV, which in turn, is declared on a daily basis. 

What	is	entry	load?	

Entry load is the addiAonal amount (expressed as a %) charged by the 
mutual fund, while selling the units to the investors, acer the NFO. In India 
entry loads were abolished in Aug 2009. 

Entry loads were charged by the mutual funds for the benefits that have 
already accrued to the scheme through past investments. However, such 
benefits were already reflected in a higher NAV. Hence the SecuriAes and 
Exchange Board of India (SEBI), abolished the entry load. 

What	is	exit	load?	

Exit load is the addiAonal cost charged to an investor selling the units. This 
is in the nature of a redempAon fee. The objecAve of exit load is to 
discourage investors exiAng from investment. Mutual funds may or may 
not levy exit loads. Some mutual funds may level exit loads only when the 
investor exits within a specific period of investment, say within 1 year. 
There are no load funds where no exit loads are applied. 

Exit load is in addiAon to the expense raAo. 
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Who	is	a	fund	manager?	

Every mutual fund scheme has a fund manager. A fund manager is the 
person who is heading the team that makes investment decisions. 

What	is	a	SIP?	

SIP stands for SystemaAc Investment Plan. This means, the investor is 
invesAng a fixed amount at regular intervals, say every month or every 
week. Some funds may even offer daily SIP. 

What	is	the	benefit	of	inves$ng	through	SIP?	

There are two main benefits of invesAng through SIP. 

• Regular savings for any goal, whether short, medium or long term 
• The cost of investment is averaged over the period of investment 

What	is	meant	by	cost	averaging	through	SIP?	

Let us assume a monthly SIP of Rs. 5,000 is invested though SIP. On the 
date of each SIP, based on the NAV of the units of the scheme on that day, 
the number of units available for Rs 5,000 is calculated. If the markets are 
on a downtrend, more units are available for the same value and, if the 
markets are on an uptrend lesser number of units are available for the 
same value. Over a longer period of Ame, there would be many such 
market ups and downs and the per unit cost of investments will represent 
the average cost. 

What	is	SWP?	

SWP stands for SystemaAc Withdrawal Plan. On intervals predetermined by 
the investor, a fixed sum of money is paid to the investor by selling the 
number of units needed at the prevailing NAV to yield that fixed sum of 
money. SWP is treated as redempAon for tax purposes. 
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Equity as an asset class, is only for long term investment. Therefore, SWP is 
not recommended for equity mutual funds. To the extent of SWP amounts, 
the investments are automaAcally becoming a short term investment. It is 
beXer to park the monies needed for say, at least the next 1 - 3 years, in a 
debt fund or bank deposits rather than resorAng to SWP from an equity 
fund. 

What	is	STP?	

STP stands for SystemaAc Transfer Plan. On intervals predetermined by the 
investor, the investments are switched from one idenAfied fund to a 
another specified fund. For all purposes, including taxaAon, an STP is 
considered as redempAon from one fund and new purchase of units of 
another fund. 

What	is	a	direct	scheme?	

When the units are bought directly from the AMC, whether online or 
offline, it is called a direct scheme. There are no intermediaries involved 
between the investor and the AMC. 

What	is	a	regular	scheme?	

When the units are bought through an intermediary, typically a mutual 
fund distributor, either online or offline, it is called a regular scheme. 

For example even if the units of any scheme operated by ICICI PrudenAal 
Mutual Fund, are bought through ICICIDirect.com, it will be treated as a 
regular scheme, as these two companies, though belonging to the same 
group, are independent enAAes. While ICICI PrudenAal is the AMC, ICICI 
Direct is the intermediary. 
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What	is	the	difference	between	a	direct	and	regular	scheme?	

There are two main differences: 

• The expense raAo in a direct scheme is lower than the regular scheme, 
as there is no commission to the distributor involved. This means the 
return on investment for the investor is higher on the direct scheme. In 
equity schemes the difference could be as high as 1%. 

• In a regular scheme, the investor is expected to get the benefit of expert 
financial advice from the intermediary. The higher expense raAo is the 
cost paid for such advice. 

Should	an	investor	opt	for	a	direct	or	a	regular	scheme?	

This decision is dependent upon the nature of advisory services provided 
by the intermediary. If the intermediary makes an effort to understand the 
financial situaAon and the financial goals of the investor, and, recommends 
the scheme that is most suitable, it is worth paying the addiAonal expense 
raAo, and, the resultant lower return on income. Such advisory services will 
prevent the investor from invesAng in unsuitable schemes. 

However, if such services are not rendered, and the intermediary only 
provides the sales pitch, it is beXer to invest through the direct mode and 
for expert advice engage the services of an Investment Advisor - SEBI 
Registered (RIA) and pay a one-Ame fee. The recurring addiAonal expense 
raAo, so saved, in the first year itself, may equal or exceed the fee paid to 
the RIA. 

What	is	the	“scheme	objec$ve”?	

Every scheme has a scheme objecAve that defines the investment 
philosophy. 

The scheme objecAve should be suitable for the specific financial goal and 
the risk profile of the investor. 
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What	is	an	ac$vely	managed	fund?	

AcAvely managed funds do stock selecAon based on research and future 
forecast. Due to this, their expense raAo is higher. As the investor is paying 
an addiAonal expense raAo, the return expectaAons of an investor is also 
high.  

They are expected to outperform the return of the selected benchmark 
index. 

A passively managed fund is called an index fund (explained in a later 
secAon). 

What	is	a	benchmark?	

Every mutual fund has a benchmark index against which its performance is 
measured. For example, a scheme that invests only in top 50 large 
companies may have NIFTY 50 as the benchmark. As menAoned earlier, the 
acAvely managed funds are expected to outperform the benchmark to 
jusAfy the higher expense raAo. 

What	is	an	Open	Ended	Scheme?	

An open ended mutual fund scheme is one where the number of units 
issued are unlimited. So they can be bought and sold from the AMC on any 
business day as per the applicable NAV. They could be equity, debt or 
hybrid. 

What	is	an	Close	Ended	Scheme?	

A close ended mutual fund scheme is one where the number of units 
issued is limited. Once the NFO is closed, the units cannot be bought or 
sold from the AMC. However, they are listed in the stock exchange, like any 
other share of a company to provide liquidity. They could be equity, debt 
or hybrid. 
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Acer the specified maturity date the scheme may be redeemed (i.e. the 
investors are paid back their money) or it may become open ended 
scheme acer that date. 

What	is	a	FMP	-	Fixed	maturity	Plan?	

An FMP is a close ended debt mutual fund scheme with a specified 
maturity date. They are also listed in the stock exchange and traded, 
providing an exit opAon before the maturity date to an investor. 

They are suitable for those looking for invesAng for a specific period with 
predictable returns. 
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What	are	the	categories	of	mutual	funds?	

As menAoned at the beginning of this document, broadly there are 4 types 
of mutual funds, equity, debt, hybrid and commodiAes. 

In 2018, SEBI standardised the categorisaAon of mutual funds. 

As per this new categorisaAon, there a 36 mutual fund categories as below. 
Carefully read the column Atled “investment mandate”. 

What	is	the	meaning	of	“cap”	in	the	category	of	equity	funds?	

“Cap” refers to market capitalisaAon. Let us first understand the concept of 
market capitalisaAon. 

Market capitalisaAon is the value arrived at by mulAplying the total 
number of shares of any company by its market value. For example, if the 
total number of shares held by all investors, including the promoters, is 1 
crore and the market price of each share is Rs 20, the market capitalisaAon 
of that company is Rs 20 crores. A minute later if the market price of each 
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share increases to Rs. 21, then the market capitalisaAon of the company 
increases to Rs. 21 crores. Thus the market capitalisaAon of companies 
change constantly. 

The definiAon of large, medium and small cap is included in the table given 
earlier. 

When a mutual fund scheme invests only in the large market capitalisaAon 
companies, it is called a large cap scheme and so on. 

When a mutual fund scheme invests across companies in all the market 
capitalisaAon categories it is called a mulA-cap scheme. 

What	is	the	meaning	of	“dividend	yield”	funds?	

The schemes that invest in the shares of the companies that have a high 
dividend yield are called dividend yield funds. 

Let us first understand the term dividend yield. 

Companies may or may not pay a dividend on their equity shares. The 
value of dividend per share divided by the prevailing market price per 
share gives the dividend yield. 

For example, a company, the face value of whose shares is Rs. 10, pays a 
dividend of 50% on its shares. The dividend paid is always calculated as a 
percentage of face value and therefore, the dividend value is Rs. 5 per 
share i.e. 50% of the face value of Rs. 10. 

The market value of this share is say Rs. 100 per share. The dividend yield 
is Rs 5 / Rs. 100 = 5%. 
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What	is	a	value	fund?	

A mutual fund scheme that invests in the shares of the companies whose 
shares are currently undervalued. These companies are perceived to have 
future growth potenAal and hence considered cheap at their current 
market rates. 

What	is	a	contra	fund?	

A contra or contrarian fund invests in the shares of companies or sectors, 
which are currently perceived negaAvely. Therefore, the shares of these 
companies are available at a cheaper price but the fund manager considers 
them to have growth potenAal in future.  

A recent example could be Ames when the banking stocks in India were 
viewed negaAvely due to their NPA issues. At that point in Ame, a contra 
fund could have bought the shares of banking companies. 

What	is	a	focused	fund?	

A mutual fund scheme which invests in not more than 30 stocks belonging 
to a specific market cap is called a focused fund. 

What	are	sector	and	thema$c	funds?	

The schemes that invest in the companies belonging to a specific sector or 
theme are called sectoral or themaAc funds.  

An example of a sectoral fund is IT Sector funds that invests only in the IT 
companies. An example of themaAc fund could be a fund that invests in 
companies that cater to the rural market. 

Usually sectoral and themaAc funds are not recommended for retails 
investors as such funds have limited diversificaAon and are exposed to 
sectoral / themaAc risks. As the risks are higher, the returns expectaAons 
are also higher. 
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What	is	fund	of	funds?	

The mutual fund schemes that invest only in the units of other mutual 
funds is called fund of funds. 

What	is	an	index	fund?	

An index fund manages its investment in the following manner: 

• An index is selected, say NIFTY 50 
• The investment is made only in the shares included in NIFTY 50 and in 

the exact same proporAon in which these shares are weighted in the 
index 

Therefore, in an index fund there is no research and stock selecAon 
involved. Hence they are also called passively managed funds. Their 
expense raAo is significantly lower than the “acAvely managed funds”. 

They are only expected to mimic the return of the selected index and any 
deviaAon in their returns compared to the returns of the index is called 
“tracking error”. Any marginal outperformance can be aXributed to 
dividends received and reinvested by the fund as the index itself does not 
reflect dividend gains. 

What	is	an	ETF?	

ETF stands for Exchange Traded Funds which are listed in the stock 
exchange. They are very similar to the index funds with the difference 
being instead of being bought and sold from the AMC at prevailing NAV, 
they can be bought and sold any Ame during the day like a share. Its price 
will change constantly even during a day. Such change in the price will 
represent the intrinsic value of the assets held by the fund. 

ETF can deal in a variety of asset classes like equity, debt, gold etc. 
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What	is	an	ELSS?	

ELSS stands for Equity Linked Savings Scheme. This is an equity scheme 
with a lock-in period of 3 years and offers tax benefits for investments up 
to Rs. 150,000 in one financial year under SecAon 80 C as per the rules 
prevailing for Assessment Year 2019-20 (Financial Year 2018-19). 

What	is	a	hybrid	or	balanced	fund?	

Hybrid funds invest in a mix of equity and debt. Refer to the table in the 
earlier secAon which defines various types of hybrid funds. 

What	is	an	arbitrage	fund?	

Arbitrage funds take advantage of the price difference between the cash 
and futures market. They buy shares of companies in the cash segment 
and sell futures of those companies in the derivaAve segment. These are 
low risk funds, as, on a net basis, they do not take exposure to any stock. 
The returns are similar to a bank fixed deposit or debt funds, but, they are 
treated as equity funds for the purpose of income tax. Therefore, if held 
beyond 1 year, they are treated as long term and gains are taxed as long 
term capital gains @ 10% (for the Assessment Year 2019-20). 

What	are	debt	funds?	

Debt funds invest only in debt securiAes. They are classified mainly based 
on the duraAon of debt instruments in which they invest or on the basis of 
the nature of organisaAon that issues these debt instruments like 
government, private sector companies etc. 

Refer to the table in the earlier secAon that explains various types of debt 
funds. 
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What	are	solu$on	oriented	funds?	

This is a new category introduced by SEBI in 2018. They are balanced funds 
with a lock in period. As of now such funds are available for two objecAves 
viz. reArement and children’s educaAon. They are, in no way, different from 
the normal balanced funds except that they have a lock in period. 

What	are	solu$on	oriented	funds?	

This is a new category introduced by SEBI in 2018. They are balanced funds 

What	is	a	gold	ETF?	

Gold ETFs are open ended mutual fund schemes that invest only in gold 
bullion. Each unit of such scheme represent one gram of gold. The NAV 
changes as per changes in gold prices. On redempAon, the money received 
will buy that many number of grams of gold on that date. 

As far as retail investors are concerned gold ETF can be bought for the 
following reasons: 

• within a period of less than say, 5 years, there is a financial goal to buy 
physical gold 

• to diversify the investment por^olio into one more reasonably safe asset  
class. Usually, during an economic downturn, equity may give low or 
negaAve returns but gold will give a posiAve return as gold is a “safe 
haven” asset during Ames of economic turbulence 

Other than these two reasons, there is no need for a retail investor to 
invest in gold. If the Ame frame of the financial goal to buy physical gold is 
5 years or more, invesAng in a diversified equity fund and, on target date, 
redeem the same and buy the gold, would be a beXer strategy. 
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Are	there	income	tax	benefits	in	mutual	fund	investments?	

Income tax benefit “for investment” is available only for investments in 
ELSS funds under SecAon 80 C. Refer to the current tax laws. 

Are	dividends	from	mutual	funds	taxable?	

Dividends from mutual funds are not taxable in hands of the investor. 
However, the mutual funds have to pay a dividend distribuAon tax which 
currently stands at 20.36% (as of Dec 2018). Therefore, indirectly the 
investor pays income tax on dividends from mutual funds as the tax paid 
reduces the NAV. 

Are	capital	gains	from	mutual	funds	taxable?	

The capital gains from mutual funds are taxed as below: 

Equity funds: 

• if held for up to one year, it is taxed as short-term capital gains as per 
the slab income tax rate applicable to the investor. 

• If held for more than one year, taxed as long term capital gains @ 10% 
with an exempAon limit of Rs. 100,000 (for the Assessment Year 
2019-20). Moreover, such capital gains will be calculated by considering 
the NAV as of January 31, 2018 as the cost of acquisiAon. Therefore, for 
mutual fund units held before that date, there is no income tax on gains 
made unAl January 31, 2018. 

Debt funds: 

• if held for up to three years, it is taxed as short-term capital gains as per 
the slab income tax rate applicable to the investor. 

• if held for more than three years, it is taxed as long-term capital gains 
@20% with indexing benefit. Indexing benefit means the cost of 
investment is adjusted for inflaAon. The indexing factor is as per the 
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income tax rules. The objecAve of indexing is to ensure that no tax is 
paid on gains upto the level of inflaAon as these are not “real” gains. 
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How	should	one	select	the	right	mutual	fund	scheme	for	inves$ng?	

The selecAon of the right scheme for investment depends on the following 
criteria: 

• risk profile of the investor 
• the Ame frame of investment 
• past performance of the scheme 

What	is	the	concept	of	risk?	

Usually risk is perceived as only the possibility of losing the capital or not 
receiving the returns. In reality, risk is a much wider term. Even cash kept 
under the pillow has the risk of losing purchasing power due to inflaAon. 
Therefore, there is no investment that carries “zero” risk. 

Read the arAcle linked below to get an overview of the term “risk”. 

What	is	"Risk"	in	any	investment?	

Why	is	$me	frame	relevant?	

Equity as an asset class is volaAle in short and medium term but highly 
rewarding in the long term. Therefore, Ame frame is one of the most 
crucial element in investment decisions.  

Even within equity, the Ame frame for mid cap and small cap schemes are 
longer compared to the Ame frame for large cap schemes. This is due to 
the fact that for smaller companies and their businesses, the Ame needed 
for their business cycle to play out is longer. 

Where	can	I	get	the	past	performance	data?	

Past performance of every scheme is available from the website of the 

AMC. This data is also available from www.valueresearchonline.com.		
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How	to	use	value	research	online	data?	

The home page will look as below: 
 

• click on “Funds” 
• select “top 10” from the “powerful tools” secAon 
• select open ended or close ended 
• select the asset class 
• select the Ame frame 
• click on “go” 

This will show the page with the summary informaAon for all schemes. as 
below: 

©	Value	Research	
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Click on any scheme to get more detailed informaAon on that scheme as 
below: 

©	Value	Research	

Funds are given a star raAng. Ideally, invest in 5 or 4 star rated funds. 
However, be aware that these star raAngs can change with Ame. Some 
funds may be unrated. 

In the screenshot above, the data is for “regular” fund. Click on “direct 
plan” to get the data for direct fund as shown below: 

©	Value	Research	
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Note the following differences between the regular and direct: 

• The NAV for growth and dividend opAons are higher in direct 
• The expense raAo is lower in direct 

Other than these two data points, all other parameters are the same for 
regular and direct. The lower expense raAo leads to higher NAV, and 
therefore, higher returns to the investor. 

The performance against benchmark is one of the most important 
informaAon. This can be seen by clicking “performance” which gives the 
graphical and tabular representaAon of fund performance against the 
benchmark: 

 

©	Value	Research	
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As can be seen, over a 3-year period, the scheme is outperforming the 
benchmark. As this scheme was launched only in February 2015, the data 
is available for a maximum period of 3 years only. As equity investments 
are long term, the returns for the period less than 3 years (or even 5 years) 
is only of academic interest. 

Note that for periods less than 1 year, the return percentages are absolute 
returns. For periods of 1 year and above, the return percentages are 
annualised. 

These 5 tabs (snapshot, performance etc) can be used for more deeper 
and detailed analysis. 
 

Cau$on:	While	viewing	the	analysis,	be	careful	to	see	whether	the	data	is	
for	regular	plan	or	direct	plan.	

See the next secAon for a summary table / ready reckoner for scheme 
selecAon. 
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Is	there	a	ready	reckoner	for	equity	scheme	selecIon?	

A recommended investment strategy for retail investors is given below. 
Note that such strategies have to be tailor-made to individual needs by 
their own financial advisors and this ready reckoner only points to possible 
opAons. 
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Is	there	a	ready	reckoner	for	debt	scheme	selecIon?	

A recommended investment strategy for retail investors is given below. 
Note that such strategies have to be tailor-made to individual needs by 
their own financial advisors and this ready reckoner only points to possible 
opAons. 

Note that selecAon of debt funds is based predominantly on the Ame 
frame of investment. Also note that, all private sector debts instruments, 
even if highly rated, will carry credit risk. Credit raAng is not a guarantee. 
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